PROVE ALL THINGS; HOLD FAST THAT WHICH IS GOOD

Foreword

The enclosed articles were written over a period of several years and are an attempt to
understand and depict the present state of the Christian Science Movement.
I was brought up in a C. S-. Sunday School, have had class instruction, and am currently a
member of the Mother Church and a Branch Church. I have served as first reader, second
reader, board member, and Sunday School teacher in my local branch.
I was privileged to know an old-time practitioner who knew,
Daisette McKenzie, and Irving Tomlinson.
The stories
practitioner gained and imparted gave me a rare glimpse into
days of our Movement and a deeper appreciation for Mrs. Eddy
for mankind.

among others, Emma Shipman,
and insights which this
the atmosphere of the early
and her great labor of love

Interest in Christian Science by my family started with my great grandmother, the wife
of a Civil War veteran.
It was my great grandfather who, by his own stories and
experiences, inspired MacKinley Kantor to be a writer.
He is mentioned in Kantor' s
Civil War epic, Andersonville.
I repeat this brief family sketch to assure the reader that my involvement in Christian
Science is longstanding and that my motives are to help save Christian Science. It is
with this spirit that I hope the reader will turn to the pages which follow.

Andrew Hartsook

THE VISION AND THE LAW

Roscoe Drummond once said that the state of the world depends upon the state of the
Christian Science Movement, not the other way around. In the book of Proverbs, we find
a related thought, "Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that keepeth the
law, happy is he." (Prov. 29:18)
Christian Scientists understand the discovery made by Mary Baker Eddy in 1866 to be the
vision of the Modern Age. Truly one may say that without this vision of the new-old
Science civilization, itself, would perish. Science represents the vanguard of thought
pushing back the frontiers of mortal mind, and in its wake humanity follows until, one
by one, each of its members seeks the source of that which has benefited him.
This represents the Christian Scientists' view of human progress out of itself and into
spiritual identity. Even secular historians recognize that there is a spark which
accompanies a rising civilization and cooling embers which point to a declining one.
Today an observer must look at the world since Mrs. Eddy's passing in 1910 and wonder
where the vision went. On every side we see the advance of atheistic materialism under
the name of communism. It has already engulfed most of Asia and Eastern Europe and has
made inroads into Africa and even the Western Hemisphere. It has become a tide which is
approaching our own southern border. Its progress has become a relentless surge
sweeping through admittedly stagnant countries which formerly caught their light and
inspiration from the West which has now gone limp. All efforts to stem this tide have
been strangely confused and ineffectual. Changes in national leadership which promise
decisive action result only in more of the same. Somehow good is paralyzed and evil
runs rampant.
In Western society the breaking up of the ancient states of Europe in the First World
War was followed by the now famous "lost generation", the degeneration of music into
aimless atonality and discord, the transformation of art into the nameless, the
formless, and the unrecognizable. Philosophy took refuge in existentialism, and later
everyone was trying to get in touch with his feelings.
The great Depression of the 1930s was mental as well as economic, and its solution was
sought in charismatic leaders
Hitler, Mussolini, Roosevelt
who excited the
passions and promised a way out.
Finally today, there is a renewed spiritual hunger among people evidenced by the growth
of fundamentalism worldwide. In the bewildering maze of human beliefs, people are
striving to find the simplicity of Truth. Yet Christian Science is all but passed over
in this desperate search for God. Why?
The second half of the Bible proverb on vision already quoted above seems to hold the
key to what has happened since 1910, "...but he that keepeth the law, happy is he." To
Christian Scientists the Church Manual by Mary Baker Eddy is the law which governs the
Christian Science Movement.
It insures that the vision will not be infringed,
distorted, or hampered by the well-meaning or malicious zeal of humans. Obedience to
the by-laws should protect this Science which Mrs. Eddy labored to present to the world,
but this seemingly has not been the case.
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In the author's own early experience in Christian Science, he can remember stumbling
over phrases in the Manual such as, "... subject to the approval of the Pastor Emeritus",
" ...the consent of the Pastor Emeritus given in her own handwriting", '' ...after the
candidate is approved by the Pastor Emeritus." (Man. pp. 25, 26) The Manual and the
continuing Boston organization were clearly in direct conflict with each other. It was
then that the pamphlet, "Permanency of the Mother Church and Its Manual" was given to
the author to explain away these troublesome contradictions, and for a time the issue
was put aside.
But then books and articles by Alice Orgain, Myrtle Stewart, and
Helen Wright reopened the que.stion with irrefutable evidence that Mrs. Eddy knew
perfectly well and intended that compliance with all the by-laws in the Manual would
dissolve the Mother Church organization, but not the Christian Science Movement or the
Publishing Society.
Churches would continue to function as before, societies would
continue to form, each state would have its own committee on publication answerable to
the churches therein, and individual Christian Scientists would be compelled to think,
grow, and work.
At the same time, it also seems clear that Mrs. Eddy recognized that her followers were
not ready to take this step just as the Israelites rejected their God and said, "Nay,
but set a king over us." (I Sam. 10:19)
Mrs. Eddy wrote, "When God speaks to you
through one of His little ones, and you obey the mandate but retain a desire to follow
your own inclinations, that is not obedience. I sometimes advise students not to do
certain things which I know it were best not to do, and they comply with my counsel: but
watching them, I discern that this obedience is contrary to their inclination. Then I
sometimes withdraw that advice and say: 'You may do it if you desire.' But I say this
not because it is the hest thing to do, but because the student is not willing -therefore, not ready -- to obey." ('00 8:27-7)
May not this be why Mrs. Eddy constructed her Church Manual as she did? After her
passing, the Board of Directors, rather than obey the by-laws as written, obtained legal
opinions saying the Boston organization could continue even if the Manual by-laws could
not be complied with, namely the obtaining of Mrs. Eddy's consent, approval, or
signature. They published these opinions in their "Permanency of the Mother Church and
Its Manual", and the field has accepted this. On the subject of lawyers' opinions,
Mrs. Eddy wrote, "Lawyers may know too much of human law to have a clear perception of
divine justice, ..." (My.149:18, 19)
I

A careful reading of the Manual reveals that Mrs. Eddy did provide for the continuity of
her Movement when all by-laws are complied with, even though they made the Mother Church
organization inoperative. These fingerposts are there to guide everyone who is willing
and ready to obey, but they are invisible to those who blindly follow the traditions of
the elders (the Board) rather than their Leader.
Two statements made by Mrs. Eddy have always retained a startling impact.
On
August 25, 1908, she instructed Adam Dickey to write a history which would include,
"that I was mentally murdered." On November 28, 1910, she dictate and signed, "It took
a combination of sinners that was fast to harm me."
It is now known that the Directors tried many times to get Mrs. Eddy to make a provision
in the Manual for them to assume power after her passing. This she steadfastly refused
to do on more than one occasion. However, it now appears that the Directors continued
to anticipate and prepare for her death and had contingency plans ready and waiting to
seize power once she was out of the picture. Might not it be said that they had buried
Mrs. Eddy already and were just biding their time? Would not this, in some sense,
constitute mental murder however unintentional it might have been?
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It now appears that the Directors had already altered the Manual's printing plates
without gaining Mrs. Eddy's consent even though they did not actually print anything
with them just yet.
On these plates they removed her name and the office of Pastor
Emeritus from the list of Church Officers on page 21 and added the words "and Branch
Churches" to the headings on pages 120 and 127. They printed and issued these changes
in a new Manual in January 1911 and called it the 89th Edition. They have never offered
one shred of proof that Mrs. Eddy initiated and approved these changes with her
signature. In their haste and stealth they forgot to alter the wording of these changes
in the Table of Contents on page 14 until the year 1916. Mrs. Eddy's name was restored
to the list of Church Officers in 1924 after considerable protest from the field, but
the other changes apparently escaped much notice. In another bold move in 1971, the
Directors, themselv.es, approached the legislature of Massachusetts to change section
one, Chapter 39 of the Public Statutes to read "resident" in place of "citizen" in the
footnote on page 130 of the Manual. Today they say that the requirement that a Director
be a citizen was never Mrs. Eddy's "limitation". But she could have approached the
legislature, herself, i-f she thought it were important to have this change, and this she
did not do.
Might not these changes by people who were her own stud�nts constitute the "combination
of sinners that was fast'' which harmed her and therefore her revelati6n?
Isn't this a clear case of disobedience to the law (the Manual) and <loesn't it explain
the waning of the vision (Christian Science) which the author of the Bible proverb has
linked to the law? Doesn't the loss of either one of these indicate the impending loss
of the other? Isn't it probable that the deteriorating state of the world is the result
of the waning of Christian Science, the world's highest vision?
These are questions of great import to all Christian Scientists. They are questions
which require immediate answers if Christian Science and our civilization are to
continue.
It is clear that thinking Christian Scientists must act soon to restore obedience to the
Church Manual. Because it was Mrs. Eddy's clear intent that the branches should
continue, it is interesting to note a verse from Isaiah, "And there shall come forth a
rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots." (Isa. 11:1) It
is noteworthy that the branch grows directly out of the roots rather than from a stern or
trunk.
It seems clear from this that the branch is not an adjunct of the Boston
organization but is meant to grow and flourish in its own soil. It should not control
or be controlled by any other branch or organization. It should grow and adapt to the
needs of the area in which it is rooted, all within the wise provisions of the Church
Manual.
It is clear by now that the Boston Board of Directors will not see this light any time
soon. Therefore it is incumbent upon alert Christian Scientists to make these changes
at the local level so that each branch can work freely within the oneness of Mind, Love,
embracing the community and a desperate world. Now is the time to declare independence
from a union which was never intended to continue once Mrs. Eddy's direct supervision of
the Mother Church ended in 1910. The Manual must be actively, widely, understandingly
obeyed. Christian Scientists must leave the 75 year cradle of infancy and become real
and consecrated warriors -- fearless, free, mature Scientists intelligently going forth
to do battle with sin, disease, and death.
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THOUGHT AND ACTION

Christian Science today is a Science without inquiries.
It has become static and
moribund from seeming lack of interest.
Although it answers the most fundamental
questions ever asked from remotest antiquity, it receives little mention or earnest
consideration today. Why has the once robust inquiry faded into silence?
When Mrs. Eddy was personally present to lead the Christian Science Movement, she was in
a unique position as Discoverer and Founder to confirm or summarily dismiss the
statements of students and other inquirers into this Science. She was the unquestioned
authority on all issues, and sincere students accepted this without contradiction.
After Mrs. Eddy's passing, it would have been natural for free inquiry, free writing,
and free rebuttal to flourish. All issues would be resolved by scientific proof or lack
thereof rather than authoritative statements from the Leader. While this process would
take longer than Mrs. Eddy's quick, definitive "piercing even to the dividing asunder of
soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, (and) the thoughts and intents of the
heart," (Heb. 4:12) it would take place because Christian Science is a science -- the
ultimate Science -- and, therefore, it is subject to scientific proof and demonstration.
Examples of fascinating trends and discourses would include names like John W. Doorly,
Alice Orgain, and Herbert W. Eustice. Whether correct or incorrect in their writing is
not the issue.
Rather these writers provoked thought, discussion, and investigation
which would inevitably disclose the rightness or wrongness of what they wrote. This is
tlle time-honored, scientific process which results in clear·er views and deeper
understanding when all is said and done.
This, however, did not happen after Mrs. Eddy's passing. The Christian Science Board of
Directors tried to fill her unique position and presumed to endorse or condemn, as they
saw fit, the lively discourse and trends of inquiry resulting from the widespread study
of Christian Science.
Through reprimand and excommunication, they silenced anyone who sought to write
independent' of their prior approval and blessing.
The greatest thinkers were either
expelled from the Movement or fell silent to avoid .the displeasure of the Directors.
In time, the scientific nature of Christia,n Science was subdued and the Movement assum�d
the static posture of a doctrinal religion, but without the· traditional spectacles and
trappings which would maintain crowd appeal. As a result, interest declined to such an
extent that Christian Science is now in danger of disappearing altogether from the human
scene. At a time when the human mind is in a fit frame of mind to accept the radical
Truth and is diligently searching £or it in all the wrong places, this decline in the
Christian Science Movement is the deepest of tragedies.
A science is not a doctrine which can be tampered with, revised, or superseded. It is
unchanging law which remains law no matter what mistaken notions humans may have,
whether honest or self-serving.
Christian Science was discovered, not contrived or
formulated. Mrs. Eddy wrote down in human terms what this Science is. In the process
of so doing, others sought to appropriate the discovery for themselves and to
misrepresent and misstate it for their own selfish gain.
But Mrs. Eddy successfully
presented Science and Health to the world and has long since been acknowledged legally
as its author.
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There are many Christian Scientists today who regard Science as a fragile doctrine
rather than as a demonstrable Science. They fear that just anyone talking or writing
without the review of some authority will adulterate Christian Science and cause its
destruction.
They view Christian Scientists as naive children who cannot think
critically, who are easily led astray, and who must be protected from the influence of
"unauthorized" writings.
Christian Scientists and Christian Science, itself, have
suffered from this policy and attitude. The periodicals have become bland rehashes upon
rehashes.
There is a dismal pall over the articles resulting from this policy of
sanitizing all reading matter.
The point and counterpoint which stimulate thought and exercise the calculus and
numerals of infinity in the minds of students is lacking. The insights which send the
thinker back to the textbook with renewed inspiration are absent.
One can only imagine the pleasant challenge the editors of the periodicals would have
analyzing, highlighting, o_r even rebutting the multitude of ideas �hieh would cross
their desks. Journal and Sentinel articles and editorials would overflow with active
thoughts instead of rehearsing in stagnant, predetermined format, the well-meaning, but
uninspired, recital of the letter of Science. The possibilities of Christian Science
unfettered by unnatural restrictions and proscriptions point tb hope, d'evelopment, and
fruition in this Science.
How many Christian Scientists today immediately think when presented with an article,
"Is it authorized?" "Has it been reviewed and approved by the Directors?" "Does the
G.O.P. know about this?" Many people in this situation react with fear, panic, and
consternation.
Christian Scientists must wake up to see that this is not thinking, it is a mesmeric
reaction, an educated belief. Either Christian Scientists are thinkers, (S&H vii:13)
able to evaluate and understand, being a law unto themselves, (S&H 442:30) or they are
imbeciles waiting to be told what to think, what to do, what to read, what to say.
Mrs. Eddy wrote in the July, 1891, Journal, "I consider my students as capable,
individually, of selecting their own reading matter and circulating it as a committee
would be which is chosen for this purpose." This was part of a last minute notice added
to the Journal by Mrs. Eddy to stop an effort to "authorize" literature in her day.
This notice was removed by the directors in the bound volumes offered to readi:-ng rooms.
It is preserved in an original Journal in the library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
The evidence is accumulating on every side that Christian Science will disappear in the
next few years if it is not liberated from the dead hand of ecclesiasticism. Christian
Scientists must wake up or the labor of centuries; the work of patriarchs, prophets, and
apostles; the missions of Christ Jesus and Mary Baker Eddy will be buried in the rubble
of time.
The responsibility for this is in the hands of every Christian Scientist. They and the
world will pay dearly if they fail to return Christian Science to the realm of real
thought and real action.
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THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

For whom does The Christian Science Monitor speak? A Christian Scientist would answer
that it speaks the truth without bias or influence from any special interest. The
familiar words of its founder, Mary Baker Eddy, sum it up best, "The object of the
Monitor is to injure no man, but to bless all mankind." (My. 353)
It is well known among Christian Scientists that the transition in the Movement after
Mrs. Eddy's passing was not smooth. In fact, it was turbulent and full of controversy.
The Great Litigation concerning the Publishing Society, the "Report of the Committee for
the General Welfare", the Paul Revere letters of the late 1940s and early 1950s, the
continuing Kerry letters, the litigation against the Mother Church to overturn the
questionable copyright extension on Science and Health, the legal action by the Mother
Church to destroy the independent Christian Science church in Plainfield, New Jersey,
all point to unresolved, fundamental questions in the Christian Science Movement.
The last ten or fifteen years have been turbulent ones for the Monitor. Circulation has
remained low, the Mother Church began subsidizing the paper (a thing which Erwin Canham
said was unthinkable), a parade of format changes came and went, and the membership of
the trustees of the Publishing Society turned over with alarming frequency. Expensive
promotional kits were mailed to church members and reorganized support groups were
formed in branches throughout the land. New editors and staff were brought in, and a
teleconference for church members figured Monitor correspondents in a prominent role.
Yet the more things change, the more they stay the same. In spite of it all, the
efforts to re-energize the newspaper have had mixed results at best.
Under Mrs. Eddy's steady direction, there was never any question about the Monitor's
fulfilment of its purpose. However the Monitor, like every other aspect of the
Movement, changed course after Mrs. Eddy was no longer personally present to direct it.
Hard questions emerge. Why has there been a decline in the newspaper? Why have all the
human footsteps and metaphysical support failed to yield a scientific result?
What follows is an overview of events concerning the Monitor since the beginning.
One name which figures prominently in the early years of the Monitor is Frederick Dixon
of England. He was brought to the Monitor staff by Mrs. Eddy on December 11, 1908. By
April of the next year, she requested that he return to England. No public reason was
given for this. Mrs. Eddy has written a letter to Mr. Dixon on April 11, 1909,
explaining why she wanted him to return to his native land. She spoke of the loss of
his "presence and pen" in his native England and the need to defend that nation from the
influx of animal magnetism "pouring into her borders." However this letter was never
delivered to Mr. Dixon. Across the top of the letter in a different handwriting are the
words, "ordered withheld Apl 11/09." It is not clear if this was at Mrs. Eddy's own
direction or someone else's. It is clear from this letter that Mrs. Eddy had confidence
in Mr. Dixon and was giving him a more momentous assignment.
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By 1914 Mr. Dixon was back in Boston as editor of the Monitor. Archibald McLellan and
Alexander Dobbs, editor and managing editor respectively, strongly protested Mr. Dixon's
appointment though their reasons for this are not clear. Mr. Dixon rem_ained editor of
the Monitor from 1914 until the end of the Great Litigation in 1921. Unlike the editors
of the other periodicals, he did not resign his post when urged to do so by the Board of
Directors. When the Massachusetts Supreme Court failed to rule decisively in the
matter, he joined the other offices and employees of the Publishing Society and
resigned. The Publishing Society was bankrupt after Mother Church members had cancelled
subscriptions at the urging of the Board of Directors, four of whose members were fined
$50. each for disobeying a court order against such urgings.
According to Erwin Canham, Mr. Dixon was acquainted with important world leaders. "He
was on intimate terms with Colonel Edward M. House, President Wilson's confidential
assistant. Mr. Dixon appears in Colonel House's papers and letters as a kind of
unofficial intermediary between the British and American governments." (Canham, pp 139,
140) Colonel House was also the author of a novel, Philip Dru: .Administrator: A Story
of Tomorrow, 1920-1935, which was published in 1912. In the story, the hero speaks of
establishing in the United States "socialism as dreamed of by Karl Marx." (p. 45) This
book has repeated references to God, Christ, spiritual leavening, etc., but the final
goal is socialism as dreamed of by Karl Marx. This must have been the,orig_inal version
of liberation theology which is now plaguing other religions in a more modern form. In
addition, Colonel House was the unseen kingmaker in presidential politics.
Every
Democratic candidate for the presidency from Wilson to Roosevelt had to receive his
personal blessing. Colonel House was also revealed to be the "father of the Council on
Foreign Relations" (CFR) in a rare article which appeared in Harpers magazine in July,
1958.
The following are excerpts from Tragedy and Hope -- A History of the World in Our Time
by Dr. Carroll Quigley, past professor at Harvard and Princeton Universities and also
the Foreign Service School at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. The reader will
note several references to the Monitor and other individuals with close associations to
Christian Science.
"There does exist, and has existed for a generation, an international Anglophile
network which operates, to some extent, in the way the radical Right believes the
Communists act. In fact, this network, which we may identify as the Round Table
Groups, has no aversion to cooperating with the Communists, or any other groups,
and frequently does so. I know of the operations of this network because I have
studied it for twenty years and was permitted for two years in the early 1960s to
examine its papers and secret records. I have no aversion to it or to most of its
instruments. I have objected, both in the past and recently to a few of its
policies (notably to its belief that England was an Atlantic rather than a European
Power and must be allied or even federated with the United States and must remain
isolated from Europe), but in general my chief difference of opinion is that it
wishes to remain unknown, and I believe its role in history is significant enough
to be known ...
"The Round Table Groups were semi-secret discussion and lobbying groups organized
by Lionel Curtis, Phillip H. Kerr (Lord Lothian), and (Sir) William S. Marris in
1908 - 1911. This was done on behalf of Lord Milner, the dominant Trustee of the
Rhodes Trust in the two decades 1905 - 1925. The original purpose of these groups
was to seek to federate the English-speaking world along lines laid down by Cecil
Rhodes (1853 - 1902) and William T. Stead (1849 - 1912), and the money from the
organizational work came originally from the Rhodes Trust. By 1915 Round Table
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groups existed in seven countries, including England, South Africa, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, India, and a rather loosely organized group in the United
States (George Louis Beer, Walter Lippmann, Frank D. Greene, Erwin D. Canham of the
Christian Science Monitor, and others). The attitudes of the various groups were
coordinated by frequent visits and discussions and by a well informed and totally
anonymous quarterly magazine, The Round Table, whose first issue, largely written
by Philip Kerr, appeared in November 1910.
"At the end of the war of 1914, it became clear that the organization of this
system had to be greatly extended. Once again the task was entrusted to Lionel
Curtis who established, in England and each dominion, a front organization to the
existing local Round Table Group. This front organization, called the Royal
Institute of International Affairs, had as its nucleus in each area the existing
submerged Round Table Group. In New York it was known as- the Council on Foreign
Relations, and was a front for J. P. Morgan and Company in association with the
very small American Round Table Group.
"The American Branch of this "English Establishment" exerted much of its influence
through five American newspapers (The New York Times, New York Herald Tribune,
Christian Science Monito_r, the Washington Post, and the lamented Boston Evening
Transcript). · In fact, the editor of the Christian Science Monitor was the chief
American correspondent (anonymously) of The Round Table, and Lord Lothian, the
original editor of The Round Table and later secretary of the Rhodes Trust (1925
1939) and ambassador to Washington, was a frequent writer in the Monitor. It might
be mentioned that the existence of this Wall Street, Anglo-American axis is quite
obvious once it is pointed out. It is reflected in the fact that such Wall Street
luminaries as John W. Davis, Lewis Douglas, Jock Whitney, and Douglas Dillon were
appointed to be American ambassadors in London." (Tragedy and Hope pp. 165, 950,
951, 952)
A quotation from Mrs. Eddy seems especially prophetic, "To my sense, the most imminent
dangers confronting the coming century are: the robbing of people of life and liberty
under warrant of the Scriptures; the claims of politics and of human power, industrial
slavery, and insufficient freedom of honest competition; and ritual, creed, and trusts
in place of the Golden Rule, 'Whatever ye would that me should do to you, do ye even so
to them." (My 266)
It should be noted that Lord Lothian was a longtime confident of Lord and Lady Astor,
both Christian Scientists, who held radical political views of their own. Erwin Canham
and Joseph C. Harsch both received special attention when they were in England and were
frequent guests of the Astors.
At this point, a remarkable editorial written by Frederick Dixon which appeared in the
Monitor on June 19, 1920, should be closely examined. It. shows his complete awareness
of the history of organized, hidden, political conspiracies, and his extreme distaste
for them. It is doubtful that an article like this has ever appeared anywhere else in
the mainstream American press. It should be noted that Mr. Dixon discounts the belief
that there is a Jewish conspiracy. Of the thirteen names mentioned in the article, not
one is Jewish.
The notion of a Jewish plot is a red herring used by the real
conspirators to embroil their opponents in so much controversy that they are effectively
neutralized. (See the "Jewish Peril")
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The names John Hughes, Joseph C. Harsch, Roscoe Drummond have all appeared on the
membership list of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) of which Colonel House, as
already noted, was the father. Erwin Canham's name was not among them because the CFR
was a front for the more exclusive Round Table Group which he belonged to. Other
prominent names on the CFR roster and also found in the pages of the Monitor include
Charles W. Yost and Robert R. Bowie. Yos-t remained a CFR member until his death, and
Bowie is still a high level CFR theoretician. There is more· to be said about the CFR
later.
In the 193'0s and 1940s, the Monitor's China correspondent was Gunther Stein who was
later exposed as a Soviet spy by General MacArthur's intelligence headquarters. In fact
he was calle-d an "Indispensable and important member" of the now famous Sorge spy ring
which reported to Joseph Stalin. It was a critical factor in the fall of China to the
Communists. (McCarran Committee Hearings, Aug. 23, 1951, pp 635, and Aug. 8, 1951, p
383) Mr. Canham says in his book that the Monitor did not know this. (Canham p.
341-343). Another similar story emerged about another Monitor correspondent, Wilfred G.
Burchett, who also was exposed as a Soviet agent. After his dismissal from the paper,
he helped report the Korean war from the Communist side and even helped interrogate
American prisoners of war. It should be remembered that the Round Table Groups have "no
aversion to.cooperating with the Communists...and frequently do."
In 1973 it was revealed that Richard Lee Strout was the long time writer of the
anonymous TRB column in the New Republic which, according to Tragedy and Hope (pp. 938,
939), was an integral part of the Council on Foreign Relations' plans for propagandizing
the American public, and it continues· to be the highbrow advocate of socialism in the
United States. It was Mr. Strout who recently (March 9, 1984) suggested that the U.S.
Constitution be scrapped in favor of a parliamentary form of government.
It was Mr. Yost (CFR) whose opinion and commentary column included, "The prolongation of
the life and death struggles in Cambodia and south Vietnam is not in the interests of
Cambodian and Vietnamese peoples but only in the interests of the Lon Nol and Thieu
governments and those associated with them.'' (March 6, 1975) This quote was picked up
by the Soviet Union's Tass News Service and used for propaganda. Subsequently one-third
of the population of Cambodia was exterminated once Lon Nol was out of the way, and in
one prominent incident, 30,000 South Vietnamese were slaughtered on China Beach near Da
Nang once Thieu was eliminated.
In an editorial of November 5, 1974, the following was blandly printed: "The time has
long since passed when Washington could justify an antagonistic stand on Cuba...
Moreover the government of Prime Minister Fidel Castro no longer exports its
revolutionary aims as it once did.'' It is hard to believe that statements such as these
are honest errors.
The following paragraphs show how the policies of the CFR find their way into the
columns of the Monitor.
In 1944, in the midst of the World War, the CFR prepared the following report, "...The
Sovereignty fetish is still so strong in the public mind, that there would appear to be
little chance of winning popular assent to American membership in anything approaching a
super-state organization."
In 1959, the CFR put out the following:
"The U.S. must strive to (A) Build a new
international order (which) must be responsive to world aspirations for peace, (and) for
social and economic change. . . To accomplish this the U.S. must: (1) Search for an
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international order in which the freedom of nations is recognized as interdependent and
in which many policies are jointly undertaken by free-world states with differing
political, economic and social systems, including states labeling themselves as
'socialist'" i.e. Communist.
In the House of Representatives on April 28, 1972, Congressman John R. Rarick declared:
"The CFR is the establishment. Not only does it have influence and power in key
decision-making positions at the highest levels of government to apply pressure from
above, but it also finances and uses individuals and groups to bring pressure from below
to justify the high-level -decis:ions for converting the United States from a sovereign,
constitutiona.l Republic into a servile member-state of a one-world dictatorship."
(Congressional Record)
On December 3.1, 1974, a Monitor editorial said: "Can mankind put together a new order
in the world in the wake of the bewildering changes that have swept the globe this past
year? ... The world has no choice but to live together and we, its citizens, will have
to change our habits, our attitudes and perhaps our institutions."
Colonel House once wrote: "Do your work gently and with moderation, so that some at
least may listen. If we would convince and convert, we must veil our thoughts and curb
our enthusiasm, so · that those we would influence will think us reasonable." (The
Intimate Papers of Colonel House by Charles Seymour, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926)
When Daniel Ellsberg stole the Pentagon Papers, the Monitor followed the lead of the New
York Times and the Washington Post and published extensive selections from these
classified documents. Court injunctions followed in the wake of the Times' and Post's
publications of the papers, but the Monitor went ahead anyway.
Article VIII, Section 26 of the Church Manual by Mary Baker Eddy states: "A member of
this Church shall not publish, nor cause to be. published, an article that is
uncharitable or impertinent towards religion, medicine, the courts, or the laws of our
land."
The Pentagon Papers included dated transcripts of secret, coded messages which
compromised the diplomatic code of the United States government and wa$ a welcome gift
for the Soviet Union. Daniel Ellsberg, by the way, is a member in good standing of the
CFR.
A book which exposes the Trilateral Commission (Trilaterals over Washington by Antony C.
Sutton and Patrick M. Wood) names the Monitor as the "unofficial Trilateral mouthpiece."
(page 176)
The Trilateral Commission is dedicated to consolidating corporate and
banking power in . the world into "competent" hands, i.e. David Rockefeller and friends.
One might view the CFR as the political arm and the Trilateral Commission as the
economic arm of the same conspiracy. David Rockefeller figures prominently in both.
David Rockefeller has even appeared in the opinion and commentary pages of the Monitor.
An interesting editorial defending the Trilateral Commission appeared in the Monitor
during the 1980 presidential primaries when it briefly became an issue in the campaign.
Joseph C. Harsch wrote on December 31, 1974 in the Monitor regarding Nelson
Rockefeller's selection as vice president as follows: "Americans of goodwill, whatever
their individual political inclination, can and should come together at this season in
gratitude that there are in their midst men of education, wealth, and prominence who
regard public service as a privilege... It is a good and desirable thing that persons
with the background of the Rockefellers and Kennedys regard public office as a fit
channel for their ambition."
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THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
ear"
"First the blade, then the

BOSTON, U.S. A., SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1920

EDITORIALS
"The Jewish Peril"

A C-'MIIDE.JtABLE stir has hem caused in the political
dovecots of Europe by the publication of an amazing
pa�phlet-, entitled uThe J ewiah Peril." Thia pamP.hlct,
which �s a !llub-head, "Protocols 0£ tbe. .Learned Elden
of Zien," profc!',ea to reveal a plot, 'formulated by :\
Je,.1,·ish secret ,odety, for the overthrow of Christtndom,
:ind the establishment, through the most lavil'lh expc.n
diturc of blood and �old, of a Jewish world despotism of
the most intolerant description. 1 t is not possibl�
to read very deeply into this pamphlet before hccomin�
aware that t� ideals are those of an old friend. "The
Protocols of the Lumcd Elder!\ of Zion," tn put it quite
briefly, are instinct with tre doctrine of Adam W,i�
haupt, and of the extraordinary orc.tnization which
played so remar, kable and so sinister� a)t..rt in the Fr(nch
Revolution and in the Terror.
�ow, for the moment, it is not neceaary to plunge
into the thomy qucation aa to whether the Jewish Peril, of
today, i� � much a delusion .o! i�• proph�t• •• wa1 the Ye�
Jow Penl, 1n ibday. \�tit;' 1mportartt to d.well up0n ,,
th$ increuinc evidence of
exi1tmce of a liecrct con1p1racG, throuchout the world, for the rleatrucuon of
zed govemmmt and the letting loose of ev1 ..
or
� are apt to 1ni1lc, with mcredutous
Peope
tolcrancE, at
the,:..R.?��n of the word witchcra.ft. But witchcraft.
when it i, understood in the p�ychoiogy of evil, i� not the
riding of aged harridan� on hroom!tick!', but the impul�c
to do evil for the sake�.e..;�n the human con,<:iouan�l'.
�ow that any penon llhould be deairou1 of doing evil for
,. _ _. •"-•
th� ult� nf ""'ii •-'"• •• � ••• ""••�••••-•••

the full grain in the

Revolution, were imparted to :\lirabeau hy Weishaupt
and hi, fidt1� Achate�. Raron Knigge of Frankiurt-on
the-Main, an<l adopted in the lodgt!-4 of the new Fr«
ma11onry founded hy Mirabeau himself and the un
frockNi Bishop of Autun, 1n the day!' when thr. unmen
tionable Duke of Orlean1 had 1mccee<led in securing hi�
election a� Grand Muter of the order, in Fnmce. The
energies, howc\·er, of the neophyte� brimmed over, wi\h
the re�ult that the Cape Breton Club was founcle<l as a
�cting place for the Illuminati Marnn!;; and it was the
existence of this Club, better known later as the Clul.,
des Jacobin·,, which accounted for the intimate connection
between the phitoaophy ()f the Illuminati and the ideal�
of the J acobin1 themselves, in all the horrors which foJ ..
lowed.
It i5 not po�siblc, except at great length. to show l•ow
the teaching of Weishaupt found a new exponent. in
revolutionary France, in the �rson of the Prussian.
Anachartti!I Clootz: and how. when that worthv drove to
the guillotine, in one of Rohe8pierrc'i1 red tumhrit� .. thr.
teachings of the Illuminati were pre!\crvecl and disscmi• nated throu1h the intermediary of the Gran<l Ori,.,t. .!\ � :
�on1equence, it i� not aur·prbing to finrl, in the nnt drcaclc
of the preaent century, Leopold En,ela, the h�a<I of the
rcviv,ecl order, di•�minating the um,domccl thtor·it� oi
the Illuminati in a bc.,ok, r,ubli1hed in Germ:iny, to be ex
ACt, in the )'e&r immediately fnllowin,c that in which the
•·Protocol1 of t,he Learned Elden of Zion'' were fir,�t
given to the world by Professor Nilu1, a minor official in
one of the 1tate departmentl of Mbtcow.
Whether, therefore. the one i!\ a mere reha1n of
the other. or whether both are imbibed from the ume
ideala, is a question which may be argu�ci another time.
Fe:- the pre!lent, it is �ufficient t6�ra�attention to the
fact that these icleafs keep rcappearin� with a curiou� an<I
i;ignificant regularity, at moments �rtat political com
motion, and exerci�ing an dfffrinlinary an<l appalling
effect upon worl<l politic". For it wa� the naked theory

!C'

today, i, u much II. delusion of iu prophet• a, W&I the Yel
important to dwell UJ>On ili
low Peril, in ib day. \�t
\hf increui evidence of
exi1tmce of a t1ttret con• 1rac t rou out the wor
or t e eatructton o
&
govcmmmi an t c ctllng oosc o cvt ..
or
� are apt to smtlc, with incredulous tolerancE. at
Pcope
the�n!i0n of the word witchcraft. But witchcraft,
when it is understood in the p�ychoiogy of evil, i� not the
riding of aged harridan� on broomstick�, but the impul�e
to do evil for the sake.et eeri1.in the human con1eiou1nffl',
Sow th•t any penon Llhould be deairou, of doing evil for
the aake of evil stems at firAt prepoaterous. And the
phiT010phy of the world exhibits l'imultaneou1ly its jn.
credulity and io practicality by asking, \Vhat is to he
gained by it? If. however, the philosopher is to find an
objection to the existence of cvil-morigcring on the ba�i�
of the ab�ncc of any substantial quid pro quo, he will
hu-e to undertake the rewriting of ht!tory. History
reeks with the expression of crazy sen�uality, mani fe�te<I
in crime of every deacription. It i1. indeed, a (act which
may as well be taken into consideration, at the beA"inning
of any such inquiry, that sensuality i� in\·ariably the
hackbonc of inordinate crime. A� the human min<l
�hakes iuelf free from any regard for Principle. it mu�t.
indeed, in the very nature of things, substitute evil for it.,;
deity.
.
.
Anybody who will for a moment turn to the nut
pourings of Adam Weishaupt and the Illuminati may !-at
isfy himself of that. The theory that the en<l justifies
the means Wei1h11urt had inherited from the ex-Jesuit�.
who had a11i1ted him in 6rganizing his new order. Toin
Robison, who studied the gyrations of this order, in t c
spuriou� �f�sonic lodges of France and. Germany, �
summed
iu ideal� a1 the obliteration of Chri�tianity j
the de1fica ton of sehsuaht : the roscn taon of r rtv;
the ab urataon o a re 1 10n an mora at ·

uS

er. It was, m snort, through the propagation ot �uc11
crazy iniqiuty that men like Rabau,1 de Saint-Etienne .
were Jed to the conclusion that society could only he
improved by being first destroyed. '"To make the people
happy," he declared, in a burst of re,·olutionary rabie�.
"their id� must he reconstructed. laws must be chang-e<l.
morals must be changed. men must he changed, thin�s
mu�t be changed. everything. yes. everything must be
destroyed, since everything must he remade."
Such were the ideals which, in the <lawn c,£ the French

•·Protocol1 · of the Leame«i Elden of Zion" were firr.t
givm to the world by Profa10r Nilu1, a minor official in
one of the state dtpartmentl of M'otcow.
Whether, therefore, the one i� a mere rchaan oi
the other, or whether both are imbihc<l from the �me
i<leal1, is a question which may be argu�rl another time.
Fe: the pre!tent, it )s l'Ufficient to�ra�attention to the
fact that these ideals keep reappearin� with a curiou� ancl
�ignificant regular1�y, at moments !±.,grrat political c�m
motion. and exerctAing an dfflrinlinan· ancl appallm�
effect upon worl<l politic"· For it wat� the naked theorv
of Adam Weishaupt, that no scruple wa� to be· permittc;l
to be taken, at any e\'il which woulcl make for the ad�an
tap of the or<lcr, since the or<ler itaclf WR� �uperior to
every other consicleration, which W;t� the dominant note
,,f "kultur'' in it� in�istcncc of, the StRtc before morality.
Jt wu thi1 theory, 1norr than any one other thini?",
which l1r<'>u1ht about the recent world war. a1111
�-hich w11 u-1 .t>Y the military �ehmceri�t to jwti_!�
all the horr, ora of German policy, in R way which
recalls the famous con\·crsation between Marmontcl and
Chamfort, in the days of the R�olution� when, in reply
to the opinion hazarded by the former that the ni\tion
might go further than it <--·i!;hed, the·tatter replied, "True,
hut docs the nation know what it wi�hes? · One can make
it wi5h� .and one c·an make it say, what it has ne,·cr
thought." There, in naked language, il' the whole theory
of suggestion a� a mean!' to an end, into which �cruplc il'
never to be permitted to intru<lt.
a\'
attcr w M
It i! dee Iv cl
lie t tt" re�ponsihilitv for "The J cwi!-h Peril." the act
remaim that the propagation of the ideal of evil for the
-Jitical <lei:rcneraC'\·
c�, in the mo�t
politi
lugh
IQ
on,
Whl£h can hnd cxpc,;rn
unlooked-for wa and unex cte<l quarter!'. The human
fr
r
mmd Jeers at t 1e t'heory o mcntnl mirnipulation, yet
prominfflt politiciant1, philosopher:-, and �ol<liers. arc
found, at critical momcnu, giving exprc�P.ion co \·iew�
of an absolutely non-moral de�cription'; which are not in
accordance with their behavior in ordinary Ii f c. The=-e
Yiews arc manifestly disseminat�t mentally. and, unle�;;
the victim under�tand!\ how to protect hiniseli, throu�h :l.
scientific knowledge of what really constitutes Principle.
he is liable unconsciously to accept them,.and even to act
upon them. It is here that the con�piracy of �dl again�t
humanity becomes recognizable. \\'hcther it consti� utes
a "Jewish Peril," is a guestion for consi<lc.ratiori in itsclt',
';1.1t that it �xi�ts, as a �riJ. is t"ntirelv undeniable.
'

'
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Mrs. Eddy wrote: "I believe strictly in the Monroe doctrine, in our Constitution, and
the laws of God." (My. 282) Yet the Monitor has run editorials and commentaries which
advocate scrapping the Constitution, eliminating private ownership of firearms which is
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights to discourage would-be domestic tyrants, and has
effectively called the Monroe doctrine obsolete by urging normalization of relations
with Soviet-backed dictatorships in Cuba. and Nicaragua and by expressing reservations
over the liberation of Grenada.
Who is controlling The Christian Science Monitor? This is a question which every
Christian Scientist should earnestly consider. Mrs. Eddy's views and purposes have been
swept aside by an alien philosophy dedicated to secret influence, lust for political
power, industrial and economic monopoly, and the subjugation of all peoples to depraved
human will.
Mrs. Eddy asks, "Who is telling mankind of the foe in ambush?" (S&H 571: 10, 11) One
sadly must answer that it is not The Christian Science Monitor.
She goes on to say,
"Escape from evil, and designate those as unfaithful stewards who have seen the dang.er
and yet have given no warning."
It is high time that Christian Scientists awake and do their duty to God, to their
Leader, and to mankind. (See Man.42:4-10)

* * * .,'< * *
BELIEF AND UNDERSTANDING

Who owns Christian Science? Most readers would reach with surprise or disbelief at such
a question. But it is one which should be considered no matter what one's initial
reaction to it might be.
If one views Christian Science as primarily a religion, one might well conclude that
constituted church authorities could control all the outlets of its teachings and just
who may take part in its activity and· propagation. In such circumstances, people in
authority could give or take away according to their best judgment in any situation.
If, however, one views Christian Science as a science, or rather the primal Science,
then it is clear that only those who study and gain a working understanding and
demonstration can have any claim to it, no matter who might hold a position in a
temporal organization.
If the law of gravity were the possession of the Isaac Newton Society with exclusive
legal rights to the name and sole power to designate authorized writings and qualified
scientists, one can imagine how difficult it would be to gain permissi.on to utilize
gravity or its related effects. The paperwork, the interviews, and the backlog would
put a severe strain on all human activity.
Fortunate for everyone, no science is
subject to such constraints, not even Christian Science.
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The problem arises, however, because Christian Science is not readily observable as law
in the human realm except through its effects, i.e. healing. It cannot be learned
through the material human senses, and, for-this reason, it has been falsely categorized
as just another belief system such as the philosophy of Hegel or Goethe.
It is even
considered as such by many Christian Scientists, albeit unconsciously. It is this
unconscious regarding of Christian Science as a belief that Mrs. Eddy sharply condemns
in her article "Principle and Practice" which first appeared in the Christian Science
Sentinel of September 1, 1917.
The current battles raging over Christian Science today center on this misapprehension.
The lawsuits over the health care of children all assume that Christian Science is the
practice of a strange belief testing the limits of religious tolerance.
The lawsuit by the Christian Science Board of Directors in Boston against the
independent Christian Science church in Plainfield, New Jersey, assumes that the words
"Christian Science" are the Directors' personal and exclusive property which might not
be used without their permission.
The continuing efforts by the same Directors to hold on to the expired copyright of
Science and Health as well as Mrs. Eddy's other writings indicate their belief that this
Science can be possessed and consequently denied to· those who do not receive their
personal blessing,
Mrs. Eddy wrote, ''Christian Science is not copyrighted; nor would protection by
copyright be requisite, if mortals obeyed God's law of manright." (Ret. 76:2-4) In the
early days when this Science was being introduced to human thought, there were many
attempts to steal it and adulterate it, and, therefore, copyright laws were essential to
protect the book in order to prevent the Revelation from being separated from the
Revelator. Once the authorship of Science and Health was established a:nd the Christian
Science Movement was well underway, Mrs. Eddy intend·ed for Science and Health eventually
to .enter the public domain. The last.edition of her textbook which she copyrighted was
the 1906 edition, not her 1910 edition. She made several hundred changes in her
textbook after 1906, but these were not copyrighted. Two significant changes after 1906
included the change in the number of synonyms for God from eight to seven and her
statement on. page 442 about malpractic.e. If the copyright had been permitted to expire
in accordance with the laws of the United States as Mrs. Eddy intended, there would
doubtless be Penguin and Bantam editions of Science and Health in bookstores all over
the world right now. Those who deliberately misrepresent the textbook by quoting it out
of context have been doing so all along with the copyright in place. A check of
commercial bookstores reveals the sad absence of the book Mrs. Eddy labored to present
to the world. It remains all but inaccessible at the time of greatest need. Those who
adamantly maintain their control believe that they are preserving Christian Science, but
the disastrous decline in the Movement should speak loudly to any intelligent observer. The responsibility for correcting this confusion over Christian Science as a belief
system or a Science lies squarely on the Board of Directors who doggedly hold on to
their expired authority and on the individuals who comprise the Christian Science field.
The latter group bears special responsibility for blindly following the traditions of
the elders (the Board) and ignoring Mrs. Eddy's Church Manual by-laws which precluded
any centralized control once she was no longer personally present to correct and adjust
the otherwise veering course of five student-directors. The burden is heavier still
when once considers the efforts made over the last ten years to present the facts before
church members, and their subsequent determination to follow the familiar path rather
than the right one. If familiarity is the field's test for determining what is right or
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wrong, one may well wonder on which basis they are practicing Christian Science,
belief or understanding. One cannot practice any science known to man by basing one's
thinking on the familiar at the expense of provable facts.
As the world picture darkens over the next few years, Christian Scientists may have to
demonstrate God's promise to Abraham not to destroy the c-ity if ten good men remain
within it. (Gen. 18:22-33)
If only a handful of clear thinkers remain who yield not to the darkness and hold to the
Revelation and the law �ontained in the Manual, there may yet be a chance to hold forth
Christian Science in this Age and with it what Mrs. Eddy calls "free moral agency."
(Mis. 113:7, 119:19)
The current situation demands the attention of all thinking Christian �cientists. They
must maintain their position knowing that darkness cannot engulf light without the
In the words of Saint Paul, "Prove all things; hold fast that
latter's capitulation.
which is good." (I Thes. 5:21)

******

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE AND THE BRANCH

The Christian Church established by the followers of Jesus lasted, in its pure form, for
about 300 years.
The mass conversions to Christianity decreed by Roman Emperor
Constantine probably did as much to drown the spiritual church as the organization of
bishops and their attending hierarchies. The simple teachings of Jesus became frozen in
ritual and mysticism, and, to a great degree, it has come down to the present century in
that form. To be sure there were brilliant bursts of light in the Reformation and the
unfettered freedom to worship in the New World, but the spiritual significance and the
accompanying power of the Word remained more or less hidden until the last half of the
Nineteenth Century when Mary Baker Eddy discovered the Science of the Christ in 1866.
Through great trials she labored to establish this Science practiced by Jesus and the
infant Church, and to all accounts, friendly and hostile, she established an astounding
Movement which many, including Mark Twain, predicted would sweep the civilized world.
All such talk has ceased since her passing in 1910, and we have arrived at a situation
which would have confounded her friends and enemies alike. Most people today have not
even heard of Christian Science, and many of those who have regard it with hostility or
derision. It is clear that mass conversions will not be one of our problems for the
forseeable future. An entrenched hierarchy is, however, a continuing problem.
By now many Christian Scientists are aware of the clauses in Mrs. Eddy's Church Manual
which were intended to prevent the Boston Board of Directors from governing the entire
Movement once her consent, approval, or signature could no longer be obtained.
The
Directors' decision to ignore these requirements and to proceed with their regulation of
the Christian Science Movement has been discussed elsewhere.
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Likewise, the Great Litigation from 1919 to 1921, which resulted in the complete
subjugation of the Publishing Society to the Board of Directors even though the 1898
Deed of Trust signed by Mrs. Eddy stated that the trustees of the Publishing Society
were to manag.e it "upon their own responsibility", has been treated in detail in other
writings.
However some of the- consequences of the 1910 Directors' circumventing of Mrs. Eddy's
design have not been widely considered. The centralization of power and authority has
resulted not only in damage by well-meaning Stientists, but has also, perhaps, enabled
hostile elements to infiltrate the headquarters and thereby damage the Movement which
would have been almost impossible to do in the decentralized Movement which Mrs. Eddy
intended.
For example, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union targeted the Boston headquarters
for infiltration in the Manual of Instructions of Psychopolitical Warfare published in
the early 1930s for use by Communist operatives. In Chapter XIV entitled "The 'Smashing
of Religious Groups" the following appears: "In the field of pure healing the Church of
Christ Science of Boston, Massachusetts excels in commanding the public favor and
operates many sanitariums. All must be swept aside. They must be ridiculed and defamed
and every cure they advertise must be asserted as a hoax. .. You must recruit every
agency of the nation marked for slaughter into a foaming hatred of religious healing.
You must suborne district attorneys and judges into an intense belief as fervent as an
ancient faith in God that Christian Science or any other religious practice which might
devote itself to mental healing is vicious, bad, insanity-causing, publicly hated and
intolerable... We must be like the vine upon the tree. We use the tree to climb and
then, strangling it, grow into power on t}:te nourishment of its flesh." So much for ,
detente!
To what extent the Communists have succeeded in their quest would be difficult to
determine without an actual investigation.
But the purpose of reproducing these
poisonous thoughts is to alert the reader and also to suggest a lesson. We should all
resolve to be more watchful in handling such ag·gressive designs, but we should also
consider that such infiltration could not be done in a decentralized Christian Science
Movement whil.e a centralized organization is an alluring target. If one branch church
were somehow infiltrated, it would wither and vanish and serve as an object lesson to
all other branches. To meet a broadbased attack, Mrs. Eddy provides in the Church
Manual for the churches in any state to appoint a committee on publication answerable to
them as well as to hold conferences to confer on a state statute or "to confer
harmoniously on individual unity and action of the churches in said State." (Man
7:15-20) Mrs. Eddy, guide by the one Mind, wisely provided for any contingency even in
a decentralized Movement which could successfully meet even the wicked designs of
Soviet-style Communism.
It is interesting to note in the report of the annual meeting at the Mother Church for
1985, that all the substantive action planned at Boston was centered in the report of
the Publishing Society while all the reports from other departments were mainly
metaphysical calls for alertness and steadfastness which, of course, are very important.
But these are functions which should be addressed in every branch church all the time,
not just once a year at annual meeting.
The simple point is that the areas of real activity in the Christian Science Movement
are in the branches and the Publishing Society. All the other activities done in Boston
are redundant or even detrimental if they give branches the false feeling that someone
else is doing their work for them.
- 14 -

Just as the Department of Transportation in Washington cannot know about, or effectively
deal with, potholes in your city streets, the Mother Church cannot know and effectively
deal with the challenges and opportunities which arise in branch churches. Conversely,
branch churches which look to Boston to offer guidance and solve problems on the local
level become paralyzed and rigid, unimaginative and atrophied, and utterly fail to adapt
to needs or reach out for opportunities which arise. In fact this failure of local
initiative leads to isolation from the community, fear of the community, and finally
results in near empty churches with the few survivors going through the motions twice a
week and wondering to themselves what they are accomplishing and how much longer they
can keep the doors open. All thoughts of reaching out are met with the insecurity which
a child feels with his first bicycle. You are here but the . only one who can help you
learn how to ride is in Boston!
Much has been said and written about the Christian Science Board of Directors, but
perhaps a few additional thoughts are in order.
It took only three of the five
directors to annul the estoppel clauses in the Manual after Mrs. Eddy's passing. By
now, 75 years later, the cu�rent members had nothing to do with that action nor do they
have any personal memory of it. In fact, since the passing of George Wendell Adams in
the 1950s, no board has had a member who had personal knowledge of those events. So the
current board has, in every sense, inherited what was done more than three-quarters of a
century ago. It is hard to evaluate a storm if one is sitting in the eye of that storm,
but someone sitting on its fringes can clearly see and accurately describe the overall
situation. The current directors bear a heavy burden and responsibility. It would be
difficult for them to break fixed traditions and policies. There would doubtless be a
wave of despair in many quarters of the field if they were to disband the Mother Church
organization, set the Publishing Society free, dismiss one of their own members, and
operate solely within the provisions of the Deed of Trust signed, sealed, and delivered
by Mary Baker Eddy in 1892.
For that reason alone it might be wiser for only those alert branches which are really
ready to forge ahead to do so •at this time. Anyone who has visited the independent
church in Plainfield, New Jersey, can tell you of their success, the genuine,
overflowing love, and the influx of young people, many of whom are new in Christian
Science. On the Wednesday evening that this writer vis.ited the Plainfield church, there
were about 100 people in attendance and forty-one testimonies. All of this in a town of
46,500 people. Warmth, kindness, enthusiasm, and good humor abounded; and one could not
help but think that this is what Mrs. Eddy intended.
But just as the child with his new bicycle hesitates to trust his own abilities, so many
branches may need to see and be encouraged by the success of churches and societies
which confidently try their wheels and prove to all lookers-on that they have made it.
Then the timidity will disappear, and for the first time since 1910, the grand
possibilities of Christian Science could be opened to a waiting world.
This is a process which must begin if Christian Science is to survive in this Age.
Christian Scientists everywhere must fervently seek divine guidance and move forward
when the time is right. The time t6 save the Cause of Christian Science is now.
Branches which are ready must declare and affirm their independence which is clearly
stated in the. Church Manua-1:
"In Christian Science each branch church shall be
distinctly democratic in its government, and no individual, and no other church shall
interfere with its affairs." (Man. 74:5-9) "The Mother Church of Christ, Scientists,
shall assume no general official control of other churches, and it shall be·controlled
by none other." (Man. 70: 10-13)
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MRS. EDDY AND HER PLACE

The Revelation of Christian Science cannot be separated from its Revelator, Mary Baker
Eddy. In her own writings and in the memoirs of her students, it is made clear that we
understand this Science in proportion as we gain a true sense of its Founder. Any
effort to discredit her draws a heavy veil over the discovery.
Over the years, there has been subtle questioning of Mrs. Eddy's veracity
competence. What follows are examples which should be given serious thought.

and

On page 19 of the Church Manual, appears a footnote added after 1910 contradicting
Mrs. Eddy's statement that her Church charter was obtained in June 1879. Her tenets
were the spiritual charter obtained in June while the author of the footnote could only
conceive of the human, legal charter of August. The footnote says that Mrs._ Eddy was
mistaken.
The addition of the words "and Branch Churches" to the headings on pages 120 and 127
after Mrs. Eddy left us suggest that she must have lacked organizational skill and,
therefore, was mistaken. The footnote on page 127, which did not appear in Mrs. Eddy's
day, suggests lack of thoroughness by Mrs. Eddy.
The "Editor's Note" on page 130 added in 1971 implies that Mrs. Eddy failed to eliminate
an unnecessary restriction on the directors and had to be corrected.
Mrs. Eddy's statement on page xii of the Science and Health that she taught "over 4000
students" is contradicted in the Peel biography where he says it was more like 1000
students, if even that many.
The removal of Mrs. Eddy's name and the office of Pastor Emeritus from the list of
church officers on page 21 and its subsequent reinstatement has been discussed
elsewhere, but the implication is cl�ar.
The annulling of sections of by-laws in the Manual requiring Mrs. Eddy's signature,
consent, or approval·. was done, we are told, because Mrs. Eddy made a "loving mistake".
The inclusion of "Ways that are Vain" on page 210, "Take Notice" on pages 242 and 358,
"A Letter by Mrs. Eddy" on page 360, and everything appearing from line 19 on page 364
to the end of the book were riot intended to be in The First Church of Christ Scientist
and Miscellany. Mrs. Eddy selected the items and articles she wanted and put them in a
sealed packet. None of the above was included by her. "Ways that are Vain" was
originally published in the May 1887 Journal, ten years before Miscellaneous Writings
was even published. It clearly has no place in this later volume. One's conclusion
must be that if it was right to include these articles in Miscellany, it was wrong of
Mrs. Eddy to exclude them.
Mrs. Eddy's photograph was removed from the Science and Health appearing in 1911. We
have proof that she wrote her signature as late as November 28, 1910, but the archives
cannot produce any letter signed by her ordering her picture removed from the textbook.
She was extremely particular about Science and Health a�d did not delegate authority to
change it to anyone.
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About ten years ago, a Mother Church representative toured reading rooms in the larger
cities suggesting that Mrs. Eddy's picture be replaced with a photograph of the Church
Center. This was mentioned along with other suggested "improvements".
The Wilbur, Powell, and Tomlinson biographies of Mrs. Eddy have all been discontinued in
the past few years, and almost all copies of the Adam Dickey memoirs were confiscated in
1927. Today we are essentially left with the Peel books which are, for the most part,
an academic dissection of her life.
The construction in the 1970s of the portico on The Extension (Mrs. Eddy's
demonstration) suggested that the Church was incomplete and unfinished.
It was
tantamount to adding a line to someone else's poem. Most photographs of the Church
highlight the portico while Mrs. Eddy's room at the apex of the triangle of land is
almost out of sight.
The statements already discussed about mental murder and the "combination of sinners
that was fast" are confirmed as genuine even by Robert Peel. But the directors suggest
that her statement to Adam Dickey was made while she was suffering from "a physical
claim" and Peel brushes off the latter statement as an indication of Mrs. Eddy's flair
for the dramatic. Both of these explanations imply that Mrs. Eddy was not consistently
reliable. The fact that she had both of these statements committed to writ_ing indicates
thoughtful consideration of their messages and shows that they were not casual
statements.
All the evidence shows that Mrs. Eddy was very careful of what she signed and that
meticulous care was taken concerning everything she wrote, especially Science and Health
and the Manual. That she made errors of statement or omission in her two most important
works is inconceivable. As she said on page 3 of the Manual, "They were impelled by a
power not one; s own..."
All of the above examples suggest the old belief that one cannot be both a discoverer of
something and founder of a system promoting it. Bu-t Mrs. Eddy says, "When God called
the author to proclaim His Gospel to this age, there came also the charge to plant and
water His vineyard." (S&H p xi)
There is the suggestion that she may have proclaimed His Gospel
planting and watering of the vineyard was not done so well.
alterations and demeaning statements seem small, but taken
disturbing pattern which should be seriously considered by every

all right, but that the
Individually the above
together, they form a
Christian Scientist.

One must ask what is Mrs. Eddy's place today in the Christian Science Movement? Has she
been pushed out of her place as Pastor Emeritus? Is she acknowledged as Discoverer and
Founder only in the sense of dutiful lipservice?
We should remember that she was declared fully competent to manage her affairs as a
result of the "Next Friends Suit" of 1907. As one of the participants said on the way
out of Mrs. Eddy's house, ''That woman is smarter than a steel trap." (Powell p. 207)
If such is the case, do these alterations, annullings, and condescending statements have
any place in Christian Science?
As Mrs. Eddy stated in an earlier edition of Science and Health (1902 p. 68), "A true
man respects the character of a woman; but a mouse will gnaw in the dark at a spotless
garment."
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lounge where she usually took her rest. Re
questing Mrs. Sargent, Mr. Frye, and a third
student to leave the room, she beckoned me to
approach. She extended her hand to m�, took
mine in both of hers, and asked in a deep, ear
nest vo�ce, ".Mr. Dickey, I want you to prom
·ise me som�thing, will you?"
I said," Yes, Mo�her, I certa!n1y will."
"vVell, she contir.ued, "if I shouJd ever
leave here-do you know what I mean by
11

that?,,

"Yes, !\'Iother."
"If I shou:d ever leave here," she re
peated, "\VilJ 'you promise me that you will
write a history of ·what has transpired in your
experiences with me, and say that I ·was men
tally murdered?"
I answered, "Yes, Mother, I will."
"Now, Iv1r. Dickey, do not let anything in·
terfere with your keeping this promise. Will
you swear to me before God that you will not
fail to carry out my wish?"
I raised my right hand and said," Mother,
I swear before God that I will do what you re-

quest of me, namely, \vrite a history of what
I have seen, and heard from your lips, coni1C. "
cer1i:ng your l·r
"That �ill do, dear. I know now that you
will not fail me."
Her whole demeanor.was one of solemn in
. tensity, and there was an e�gerness in her
voice and manner such as I seldom saw.
I returned tom y room and pondered deeply
over what she had said. In a few minutes one
of the workers and Mrs. Sargent brought me
a sealed. envelope. In it was a penciled note re
iterating the statement that she h�d made in
our conversation of a short time before.
I knew that Mrs. Eddv had an aversion to
having her private life spread before the public. I knew also that an several occasions the
proposition had been made to her oy others
to write a history of her Efe �nd experiences,
all of which she firmly decl�ned to conslder.
Her reply to pro!)osals of t11is kind was," The
time has not yet come for my history to be
written. The p· uson to whom this important
work should be intrusted is not bere yet and
,I

AFTERWORD ABOUT THE MONITOR
In case anyone believes that the Monitor is emerging from the bad
influences of the past, one only need look at the continuing series, "Agenda for
the 21st Century".
In part 8 (November 12, 1986), the article about Norman Cousins includes the
following, "The division of the human species into national tribes has outlived
its usefulness... But the real difficulty in his view, lies in the very presence
of national governments themselves -- and in the failure of nations to adopt a
form. of world government... For Cousins, the obvious solution lies in creating
supranational institutions constituting a form of world federal government."
The Monitor/s staff writer lists campaigning for world government as a
"humanitarian cause". All of this is sugar-coated with references to Cousin's
wel I-known book, "Anatomy of an Illness" which would seem to indicate that human
thought is moving in the general direction of Christian Science. In .this way
the reader becomes favorably predisposed to the unpalatable ideas which
constitute the bulk of the article.
Part 3 <October 7, 1986) about Barbara Tuchman glosses over her largely
unknown association with extreme liberal causes. She used to be a staff writer
and foreign correspondent for the leftist Nation magazine which was owned by
her father. Anyone who has ever· read it cannot help but be struck by its
vindictive, nasty, and even obscene tone. In 1968, she was a fundraiser for the
ultra-leftist National Committee for an Effective Congress. She sought funds
for Senators Fulbright, Church, Morse, McGovern, and Nelson (all architects of
defeat in Vietnam) who, according to her solicitation letter, could go down
before racists, isolationists, cops, and bomb zealots or, at best, standpat
non-entities." Miss Tuchman is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations
<CFR) as are Norman Cousins, and Freeman Dyson, another personality highlighted
in Part 1 of the series.
David Packard, chairman of Hewlett-Packard Company, also had a two page
spread in Part 9 <November 21, 1986). He was, at the behest of David
Rockefeller, the moving force in the formation of the Trilateral Commission
which has as its unofficial mouthpiece, The Christian Science Monitor .
Sisse1a Bok says in Part 5 (October 22, 1986), 1 feel that we have to
be ...much more supportive of international organizations and ·of wh•at some people
call interdependence ... Needed, she says, is a strengthening of an international
framework that now is very hampered." In addition, "She also notes that 'we
need to play an important role in the United Nations.
Sissela Bok/s father
was Gunnar Myrdal, a Swedish socialist, who had contempt for the U.S.
Constitution and called it, "impractical and unsuited to modern conditions." He
said that its adoption was "nearly a plot against the common people."
11
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Douglas Fraser appeared in Part 6 <October 28, 1986) of the" Agenda" and
pushed the idea of discarding the U.S. Constitution and adopting a parliamentary
system of government.
In Part 11 <November 28, 1986) Carlos Fuentes states, "There is no communist
threat in Central America." The article comments, "In the first place, the
history of the countries there makes a communist form of government /culturally
impossible, 1 given /the extremely strong Catholic component/ in the politics and
culture of the region." Has either Mr. Fuentes or the Monitor writer heard of
Poland?

In Part 10 (November 25, 1986), the Monitor writer flatly states that
Hanna Gray -- the subject of this piece --is a member of the Council on Foreign
Relations.
Why is it that nine of the thirteen parts of the "Agenda for the 21st
Century w pushed world government? Why were so many of the personalities members
of the Council on Foreign Relations?
The Monitor does have a,n agenda,
established for it.

but it is not the one Mrs. Eddy

This past year has seen the formation of a syndicate for the Monitor . The
choice of the word "syndicate" is puzzling because of the by-law, Article I,
Section 8, which states, "Trusteeships and syndicates. Boards of Trustees and
Syndicates may be formed by The Mother Church, subject to the approval of the
Pastor Emeritus."
The use of any word other than "syndicate" would have at
least avoided a head-on collision with this Manual prov1s1on. One can only
wonder why the Board of Directors would so boldly annul an additional by-law.

Jhn-,
A REPRODUCTION OF A SIGNED_STATEMENT DICTATED BY MRS. EDDY
TO LAURA SARGENT. IT WAS RECORDED BUT FIVE DAYS
BEFORE MRS. EDDY PASSED FROM OUR SIGl-ff.

